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Developing the ability to maintain inter-personal relationships
? A scale for youth ?
KIMURA Naoko? and HATANAKA Munekazu??
The purpose of this research was to construct a scale to assess the ability of the individual to maintain inter-
personal relationships, and to examine the reliability and validity of that scale.
In this connection, we conducted a questionnaire survey (including a scale of) targeting 2,428 youth students
in nine schools.
We also implemented a factor analysis of 18 preliminary factors determining the ability to maintain inter-
personal relation scale items using the Principal Factor Promax Rotation, which enabled us to derive three
factors. We then conducted a confirmatory factor analysis, to assess the performance of the scale comprised of
three factors for a total of 18 items encompassing the following 1) Having a positive way of thinking” ;
2) Maintaining sufficiently good relationships”; and 3) Living life with confidence.”.
We concluded that we were able to develop a scale to assess ability to maintain inter-personal relationships,
confirming the reliability and validity. of this scale. We believe that this scale will be useful in clinical scenarios
and research activities.
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